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You can keep an eye on unused DLLs on your system by using a program called SENDUNLOAD.
SENDUNLOAD is a freeware tool (500 Kb) that will find and deliver un-needed DLL files to the recycle
bin. This will help you free up disk space in Windows. Download SENDUNLOAD Now! SIZE@FIND: the
file list size calculator Size@FIND is a freeware utility that will allow you to see what files you have
on your system in the size of your file list and also show you a breakdown of the files you use on
your hard drive. SIZE@FIND also has the ability to "Download a copy to this computer" or "E-mail a
file list" and the user can also choose to send a file list to a "COMBO POST MAILBOX". SIZE@FIND is
a file list size calculator that will calculate and display information for the list of files in your hard
drive. You can also send the information to a COMBO POST MAILBOX or FTP server. Size@FIND is a
free download. Sitemap Generator Create and submit a custom Sitemap Generator tool to your site.
The Sitemap Generator enables you to add a link from your web site to your Sitemap.xml
automatically so that your clients see your custom sitemap page on your site. Title Size Of Notepad
File List Notepad file list size; this is a small program that will determine the size of your notepad
filelist, and display it in bytes. You can use the program to check your Windows Notepad filelist.
Tailspace-desktop Tailspace-desktop is a light-weight, fully-functional space-saving, file manager for
Windows 98, Me, NT4, NT5.01, 2000, XP and XPe, that runs in a window, allowing you to have
maximum screen real-estate. It is developed and supported by Effekt Studios. This utility will help to
maximize the available space on the screen. It will allow you to save space on your screen and your
disk by minimizing windows to icons, leaving the main program on a single icon. It can also help to
divide multiple icons into single icons by hiding each icon. For example, you can make a vertical
strip for your desktop or hide your mail program in a single icon, minimizing it and maximizing it for
use. These are small
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Hello, my name is Andrzej Łużycki and I work as a freelance systems developer from Wroclaw,
Poland. My job involves extensive usage of the Windows shell, but in addition to Microsoft-specific
knowledge I'm also familiar with various Linux distributions and Unix-based operating systems. The
main purpose of my software is to enable you to track folder sizes (including the files that are
contained in these folders) and to find your files that exceed a certain size. Using these features you
can find out which folder takes up the most disk space, find out where the files that slow down your
computer are located, and so on. I have incorporated various common sorting options into this
software to help you find files of a certain type (duplicates, largest, etc.) and I have included a
couple of tools that can help you remove the password from a certain registry value. I hope this
software will help you find space that is wasting your time on your hard drives, and I wish you a
great experience. Keywords:System administrator; Computer programmer; Operating system
developer; Hard drive; Scanning; Planning; Media organizer; File manager; What-you-know, what-Ican, and what-could Keywords Welcome to the ShareMe. Shareme is a dedicated internet portal
bringing users the latest shareware & freeware from the world's best Software Authors. Shareme
allows Shareware & Freeware Authors to submit their latest wares, so you the user are able to
download their latest software updates all the time, after they are released! Always visit Shareme
for your software needs.As the premier tournament of the Champions' League of Curling in the
world, the 2010 Carruthers World All Star Curling Championship is expected to attract many of the
best curlers in the world. This year's participants are: (Men's standings on day five) Record World
Rank Country City E. G. W. A. G. Pts 1. E Russia Moscow 8-1 12 1 27 12 37 2. SE Sweden
Copenhagen 7-0 3 6 18 3 33 3. W b7e8fdf5c8
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"Space Explorer Home Edition" monitors a hard drive, calculates disk and file system information,
and displays all the information in a single window. You can track specific file systems (FAT, FAT32,
and NTFS), as well as all the drives on your system. After installation, you can run your hard drive on
the "Space Explorer Home Edition" window at any time. You can also run "Space Explorer Home
Edition" as a desktop icon (from the start menu). Space Explorer Home Edition Features: ￭ Disk and
file system information analysis (FSI) ￭ You can find files that are duplicates; Space Explorer can
also work with network drives and present unique data about your drives. ￭ Supports UNCs
(Universal Naming Convention) (read more about UNCs in PC Review's Guide to Network Drives). ￭
You can use a drive map to map drive letters to network drive locations. ￭ You can map your
network drives to the Space Explorer interface. ￭ You can move the Space Explorer interface to any
window. ￭ You can control the interface, zoom and scroll. ￭ You can connect to any available NTFS,
FAT, or FAT32 partition. ￭ You can run Space Explorer as a system tray icon or on the desktop from
the start menu. ￭ Quick launch menu shows all your running programs. ￭ There are many
customisation options. ￭ You can e-mail the information you find to you. ￭ You can also uninstall
Space Explorer. You can purchase "Space Explorer Home Edition" software for Windows (x86) from
the following website: ￭ For more information on the software, including how to purchase it, click
here: ￭ For more information on how to find, buy and sell your games: ￭ PC Review's guide to buying
games is available from your favourite bookshop or online. ￭ PC Review's guide to selling games is
available from your favourite bookshop or online. ￭ PC Review's guide to buying games is available
from your favourite bookshop or online. ￭ For more information on how to find, buy and sell your
games: For more information on how to find, buy and sell your games, visit PC Review's website at:

What's New in the?
Space Explorer Home Edition is a lightweight disk space analyser that is easy to install and simple to
use. Using Space Explorer's innovative algorithms, it is able to identify all excess and redundant
information in order to separate it into different categories, such as the user's preferred data,
temporary data, and junk. Space Explorer Home Edition can also sort all the data it finds and create
reports about it. If you are looking to keep your computer running as smooth as possible, you'll find
it useful to use Space Explorer to monitor your hard disk on a regular basis. In fact, with Space
Explorer, you can even create the customised reports about your disk space usage that you always
wanted. Key Benefits: ￭ Identifies all files and folders on local drives, network drives, and in preselected areas of your hard disk. ￭ Recognises and handles common types of file extensions. ￭ For
FAT volumes only, it recognizes folders with a common root name (such as "Movies" or "Music"). ￭
Has a quick and intuitive installation; it requires only the space needed by the software, and it's free
from advertising or other intrusive windows that some other commercial disk analysers may have. ￭
Supports the Microsoft FAT and NTFS file systems. ￭ Relatively small footprint. ￭ It can keep track of
the folders and files in more than one area of your hard disk. ￭ Identifies files that can't be opened.
￭ For FAT volumes only, it can also check a file's last access date. ￭ Quick to scan through and
intuitive to use, Space Explorer Home Edition can identify and export files in just a few seconds. ￭
Detects large files and displays them alongside their compressed sizes. ￭ Identifies unused DLLs; it
can even generate a list of DLLs with the highest unneeded usage. ￭ Uses fewer system resources
than other commercial versions; it does not require service packs and does not slow down your
computer. ￭ Quick to use and easy to install; the version in development is about 80% complete, but
you can choose to test the latest version that is ready to use out of the box. ￭ Analyse local and
network drives; you can even choose to scan pre-selected drives (such as C, D, or E, the root
directory of Windows NT
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System Requirements For Space Explorer Home Edition:
OS: Windows XP Home or Professional, Windows Vista Home or Professional, Windows 7 Home or
Professional, Windows 8 or 8.1 64-bit Processor: 2.4 GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB RAM Video: DirectX
9.0c or later, Microsoft DirectX Feature Level 9_1 DirectX: Version 9_1 Hard Disk Space: 1.5 GB
Internet Connection: Broadband Internet connection Broadband Internet connection The minimum
and recommended system requirements may be revised
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